Introduction
Biobanks are an emerging, yet fast developing phenomenon in the field of genomic and proteonomic research 1 . As in every field characterized by a rapid growth of In the origins of biobanks and of genetic research more generally, the exchange of bio-material was "free", or at least "informal". Such situation is common to many avantgarde fields during their generative period, which usually unfolds within the boundaries of public or academic research. Historically, academics and public scientists disseminated their research findings and results through free and open channels such as informal sharing, journal publications, or presentations at conferences and seminars. In many instances, those basic discoveries had little direct commercial value and only occasionally were deemed worthy enough to try the patenting option. However, the same discoveries quite often proved highly useful for other researchers to elaborate upon 2 . The disclosure, i.e. making the findings public, was the main rewarding scheme 3 . "The reward structure of academic science reinforced that practice, awarding prestige and tenure on the basis of discoveries published in journals and provided openly to the scientific community" 4 .
As said, though, this is history. The evolution of the sector has more recently taken a different path. Reasons are many -mostly market and industry-driven.
Nonetheless, the law has also played a role in this shift 5 . New legislation has substantially private research institutions, such as universities, hospitals, medical or pharmaceutical companies. Biobanks do not conserve exclusively the material but also a great deal of informations, such as the clinical information relevant to a specific biological sample. Biobanks are huge databases of samples and informations that raise a great deal of legal issues ranging from privacy to intellectual property, and contracts. 2 See Hansen et al. 2005, p. 5. 3 Thus excluding some of the Intellectual Property tools here recalled, such as trade secrets. A trade secret is protected as long as it remains secret, which contrasts with the necessity to publish the results. Patents, when allowed, also are a tool whose real utility needs to be tested in relation to the scientific sector, the funding/employing entity and the business method pursued. Delays in publishing connected to the patent application, and costs, sometimes represent a barrier in a sector where the reward is based on a "publish-orperish" base. 4 See Hansen et al. 2005, p. 5. 5 See Caso R., (Ed.) Ricerca scientifica pubblica, trasferimento tecnologico e proprietà intellettuale, Bologna, 2005. influenced the funding system of public research centres such as Universities 6 , and courts have judicially sanctioned the patentability of biological products and organisms 7 .
In order to speculate about a possible evolutionary legal scenario in the biotech field, we can try to analogize from another field, which is also based on new technologies, but has already achieved maturity. Let us turn our attention to the origin of the computing industry.
At the beginning, software was just a by-product of what, at that time, was the real core of the computing industry: hardware. Hardware was the added value, and the software was just some additional information that was important, but not essential. It had the same importance as manuals and documentation. At that time (the 1960s and 70s) one big company, IBM, was dominating this field, and was based mainly on the production of huge computers, square meters in dimension, for the simultaneous processing of many thousands of calculations. It is interesting to note how, during this time, most hardware was not sold, but rented. Software had no autonomous value at all, also because it was strictly hardware-dependant. A given piece of software would have not run on a different computer. Hardware was not standardized and every machine was almost unique, especially at the beginning. However, with the pass of time, hardware got cheaper, electronic engineering and programming were taught at universities, computers got smaller and more standardized. Software became more sophisticated and could be exported to different hardware that were compliant with a specific design 8 .
The idea of Personal Computers (PCs) arose, meaning computers that could be 6 See for example the Bayh-Dole Act, U.S.C. Title 35, Part 2, Chapter 18, § 200 "It is the policy and objective of the Congress to use the patent system to promote the utilization of inventions arising from federally supported research or development; […] to promote collaboration between commercial concerns and nonprofit organizations, including universities; to ensure that inventions made by nonprofit organizations and small business firms are used in a manner to promote free competition and enterprise without unduly encumbering future research and discovery; […] to ensure that the Government obtains sufficient rights in federally supported inventions to meet the needs of the Government and protect the public against nonuse or unreasonable use of inventions; and to minimize the costs of administering policies in this area ". Microsoft (yet to be incorporated) did. Microsoft business was, and is, based on "software as a product". What had been the rule thus far, when software was a niche research area of a few visionary researchers, changed drastically. The possibility to exchange lines of software code in source form without having to get the approval of a legal department, or a software licence signed, slowly but inexorably disappeared.
The enforcement of technical and legal protections for software has been strong: binary distribution, trade secret protection, copyright protection, copyright expansion and the related Public Domain erosion, the still contentious patentability, Digital Rights Management (DRM) and Technological Protection Measures (TPM) and so on 9 . As a response, a counter-movement has emerged: Free Libre Open Source Software (FLOSS).
Contrasting the technical, legal and contractual "closure" of the mainstream computing industry, FLOSS ethical and business methods are based on access to the source code and the freedoms to run, study, modify and redistribute the software 10 .
In the field of biotechnologies and the exchange of bio-samples and bio-materials is happening something similar to the brief summary of 40 years of history of computer science just told. It is too early to say whether exactly the same evolution will happen, being the biobank market still in its emerging phase. However, it is evident the parallels between the 21st century biomolecular researcher that sends a line of cells to his fellow at another institution, to that of the 20th century computer scientist who sent a line of code to another colleague conducting a complementary experiment. In both cases, at the beginning of the story, when cell lines or code lines were commercial-less cutting-edge experiments, sharing and free exchange were the default. Not just because there was no commercial interest involved, but also because it was the quickest and most efficient way to evolve in such field: collaboration. With the advent of industries and markets strongly based on such innovations, it is natural that companies and incorporations become interested in gaining total control over the future patterns of their own financial investments. Whether it is not under debate that such strategic behaviour is central for companies engaged in a so competitive market such that of new technologies, the same does not necessarily hold true for the technological evolution per se.
In this paper, starting from the reported analogy, we will analyse the role (or better the roles) that a specific document, the Material Transfer Agreement (MTA), has accrued in the exchange of bio-materials between research institutions. We will see how fundamental such documents have become in the most recent years, and that an uncontrolled proliferation of them could bring about a highly inefficient market situation.
We will further see how standardization will partially fix the problems connected to the exchange of bio-materials and bio-samples. However, whilst standardization possesses undeniable advantages, it has to cope with a minimum level of flexibility, otherwise it will not be able to catch the huge varieties of situations involved. We will finally observe, how new digital and web-based collaborative efforts can contribute to achieve such tradeoff between standardization and flexibility.
Definitions
Material Transfer Agreements (MTAs), are legal agreements governing the transfer of research materials and tools between universities, public and private research centres and the government. The kinds of clauses contained in such MTAs -whether they assign the property of the biological material or only offer a temporary right to use such material, and the connected limitations and conditions -will be analysed further ahead in this paper. At this stage, it suffices to our definition the aforementioned: the MTAs is the document accompanying the bio-material where we can find all the legal provisions that bind our giving or receiving the material, and the use we can do with it.
Regarding the object of such agreement, i.e., what we called so far bio-material or bio-tools, or again research material, it represents a huge and heterogeneous category, comprising cell lines, DNA segments, isolated and purified DNA, bacterial cultures, nucleotides, proteins, plasmids, archeas, antibodies, transgenic organisms, pharmaceuticals, chemicals, know-how, and many other similar products, that are developed by a given research infrastructure. It is worth noting that such a variegate category is composed by elements that may be protected by different legal tools, such as patents, trade-secret or confidential information, copyright, database rights, privacy, a sum of all/some of the above, or none. It is self-evident that given a specific MTA, its validity or enforceability, may be influenced, some times strongly, by the fact that the object of the agreement is protected or not by the legal tools above briefly mentioned.
Why Exchange?
At this point one might question why to exchange those materials. If they are so valuable, as reflected by their growing commercial value, why an entity should be interested in exchanging them, rather than in keeping as its best protected secret?
The reasons are many and vary following the nature of the entity, the nature of the object, and the nature of the market or industry. It is a common sense to affirm that to reinvent what has been already invented is at best a waste of time. More technically, to double the monetary, temporal, and human investment, in order to re-implement what already exists, is a clear system inefficiency. While such situation might be a legitimate consequence of specific business decisions, it is hardly conceivable under a pure scientific standpoint.
A balanced evaluation of such situation strongly depends on the type of business and funding models of the involved players. We have seen that one of the multiple players involved in the exchange of material are public research entities: in such case the protection of the financial investments plays a more modest role. Public research institutions and universities are usually committed to pursue scientific objectives that do not necessarily have to create immediate financial revenues. This is not to affirm that such entities are not compelled by a trade-off between their institutional goal (research) and their economic budget and cash flow. However, the goal of such entities is not to pay a dividend to their shareholders, rather to achieve public policy objectives. The difference in role and in funding is confirmed by the average delay time in providing bio-samples which is significantly lower in cases of public bodies 11 .
Regarding the nature of the object, it is a glaringly different scenario that of a final bio-product from that of a research tool. In the former case, in fact, it would be inconsiderate to share a potentially successful product with direct marketability, with a potential competitor's laboratory. Even accompanied by the most restrictive MTA, such sharing would make little sense for the providing laboratory. In contrast, in the case of the research tool, the situation can be close to the opposite: the research tool main objective is to help and assist in the research phase and this is its market function. The final product is completely irrelevant, the research tools is just that, a tool, an instrument that helps the activity of research. In such case, it would be much more likely that the contacted lab will send the research tool, which will be accompanied by an adequate MTA, establishing what can be done with it and what not, and the conditions. Finally, also the relevant market or industry may make a difference in the willingness or ease with which a given lab will share its bio-assets. Some markets or industries are extremely competitive and the research that they develop has a direct or almost direct applicability to a given marketable product. Chemicals and pharmaceuticals are examples of such category. On the other side, we may have labs that develop their activities in basic research, where the direct marketability of a product is usually remote.
In those cases, though, the fame and quality of a given result are powerful tools to attract funding and prestige to a specific lab. In the latter case, once again, it will be more likely to obtain the required material.
The function of MTAs
We have already pointed out the variegate status under which a given bio-sample could be protected. Almost all the legal tools offered by the broad category of Intellectual Property -e.g., patents, copyright, trade-secret, confidentiality, databases -plus some 11 See Campbell et al. 2002, p. 473; Dove 2002, p. 425; Hansen et al. 2005; Baca 2006; Walsh et. al. 2007 , and infra in this article.
others such as privacy and data protection, are potentially involved.
For any of the aforementioned situations the "default rules" are different, that is to say, what can be done and what cannot be done with a given bio-material will very significantly whether it is protected by, say, copyright or patents. If we consider that the legal tools are not only the two just mentioned (copyright and patents) but all those identified above, and in many cases the same material has the potentiality to be protected by more than only one legal tool, we see how many combinations we can obtain. Such a situation, that can be iconoclastically seen as a legal minefield, is serious enough as to stifle scientific development, by stopping sharing and collaborations between labs, between private and the public sectors, and finally between scientists in general.
Given the depicted scenario, the utmost importance that a well structured MTA can achieve becomes manifest. In particular MTAs can be said to fulfill the following main tasks:
• To set out the boundaries for how the material is to be used;
• To determine the relationship between the parties involved in the transfer of the material;
• To offer greater levels of certainty that the use of the materials is within the use originally contemplated;
• To contribute avoiding those liabilities arising from misuse of the material;
• To help preserving intellectual property and attribution rights;
Additionally, MTAs are eligible for indicating another set of more "complex" rules, such as the so called reach-through, grant-back, or co-authoring clauses. However, the legal enforceability of the latter set of clauses is particularly debated, depending on the relevant legal system, as they may violate rules on contract formation, consumerprotection, anti-competitive behaviours, and moral rights.
The main limit of an MTA is rooted in its very nature, that to be a private ordering tool 12
. In other words, for an MTA to be successfully implemented it is necessary that the two (or more) parties agree on the (sometimes quite complex) content. To say this, is to transfer the problem to a different layer, which is functionally superordinate to the conclusion of a the MTA: the negotiation. During such phase the parties (or more often their legal departments) exchange offer and acceptance to reach a common agreement on the many different aspects connected with the transfer of the material.
At this stage, we can observe a first major issue with MTAs: what the legal department is pursuing, sometime does not correspond to the needs of the involved researchers. Here, we have the opportunity to observe clearly the dichotomy between the scientific roots and the financial ones of the bio-medical research. On the one side, in fact, the legal department is trying to protect the legal assets of the (public or private)
institution, while on the other one, the researchers are trying to achieve new results and solutions. A good communication between the involved researchers and the legal representatives (and a common vocabulary and background to the two) is essential in order to achieve a good document that protects adequately both the assets of the entity and the interest of scientific evolution.
In light of what set out above, it could be inferred that a well written MTA, that represents adequately and clearly both entrepreneurial and scientific interest, is the solution to all, or at least many, of the problems connected with the transfer of biomaterials among labs and research bodies. Unfortunately, things, as usual, are not that straightforward, and as much as any other tool, also contracts, are just a tool, and its ultimate success depends on how it is used and implemented.
The scenario where, upon the necessity of a cell line that is known to be developed by another research lab, it suffices to ask for it, sign the MTA, and to obtain the material without further delay, is too many times unrealistic. Much more common in the real practice are situations where your colleague declares to be happy to send you a In the biological and biomedical fields, as much as, or even more than, in any other field, timely responses to requests are fundamentals. To obtain the material you need, six months after your request, usually turns your experiment completely irrelevant, creates a huge waste of time for yourself and your colleagues, and causes discredit to you and your research, since most likely you have not been producing any result during the past semester.
Access to research material is also, and many times, mainly, a matter of reducing transaction costs. By transaction cost we refer to those non-monetary (but monetarizable) costs related to:
• Time (how long does it take from the request to the eventual reception of the requested);
• Contracts negotiations (personnel, legal representatives, communications from/to legal and scientific departments);
• Rights negotiated (clear understanding of the commercial and business consequences of the transfer or reservation of specific rights);
• Information (how well informed and cross-educated are the subjects involved in the legal negotiations of biological and genetic materials);
• Compatibility (many times the requested/offering lab's material is under some further contractual limitation, originating from precedent negotiations, which turn your request not processable, beyond and regardless of the willingness of the contacted lab)
13
.
13 See Walsh et al. 2007 . Impressive is also the rate of unfulfilled requests, that is 12% when directed to public institutions, and 33% when directed to private ones 18 .
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The reported situation is variegate, and differently affected by waiting times and delays depending on the specific field, country, market, product, and other specificities. It 16 Id. Walsh reports an average delay of 1 to 2 months, see Walsh et al. 2007 .
17 See Lei 2009, p. 36. is, nonetheless, characterized by a common aspect: the extremely high amount of time required to obtain materials necessary for experiments. Delays are related to the increasing complexity of the terms that are negotiated in the MTAs.
A survey conducted by interviewing Canadian private and public research centres that declare to use on a regular bases for their transfers MTAs, shows some of the most common prohibitions and permissions to the research to be conducted with the material, under the form of contractual clauses
19
. Of particular interest is the high variance if we compare the different clauses, which causes a huge heterogeneity among the MTAs used, with the well known compatibility issues (see Figure 1) . The same study, also reports extremely high levels of indetermination regarding the temporal horizon of such agreements, where more than 80% do not state it, or leave it for future determinations 20 . It is apparent how the so far depicted situation is extremely far from the ideal solution where transaction costs are reduced to the minimum, and contractual clauses, relating either to technical or to legal concepts, are clearly defined. In fact, what the data shows, is an extremely poorly harmonized situation, where besides the most basics elements of the agreement (such as the identification of the parties, of the material object of transaction, and of the main usages) all the remaining aspects are only occasionally identified and determined. This is particularly true for legal concepts that in this field are of utmost importance (intellectual property, confidential information, effective date, duration). The most immediate consequence of this environment is an extremely litigious situation, which causes extra (legal) costs and lost of time, in the short period, and a general dis-incentive to enter into agreements in the long period. A lose-lose situation.
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Is standardization the solution?
A partial solution to such scenario has been proposed with some success some time ago. The outlined problems are not entirely specific to the genetic field, and can be observed more generally in every environment where contractual negotiations are coupled with a particularly competitive and aggressive market. Add to this the absolute novelty of such business sector, and the related lack of commercial customs and standardized clauses, and the picture is complete.
The answer both in the more general contractual field, and in the more specific one here analyzed, carries the same label: standardization. of long-term benefit to the research enterprise and to the public health.
The practical functioning of the UBMTA is also deserving a mention. In fact, in order to simplify and reduce even further the cost connected with negotiations between parties, the UBMTA should be approved at the organizational level, and handled in a master agreement or treaty format, so that "individual transfers could be made with reference to the UBMTA, without the need for separate negotiation of an individual document to cover each transfer". As a result, transfers of biological materials would be accomplished by an Implementing Letter containing a description of the material and a The efforts produced toward the creation of a uniform agreement have also contributed to fix some of the issues, that at the time of the drafting process, were felt as particularly compelling by the scientific community, industrial players and technological transfer departments. In fact, before the final version, the NIH published a draft prepared by PHS and invited public comments. Thanks to this crowd-sourced public debate, some taxonomic aspects have found a precise definition, in particular:
• Modifications. Such term is common in MTAs however, is usually poorly defined if at all. The UBMTA defines precisely that modifications are developed by the recipients and contain or incorporates the material as given by the provider.
• Profit -non-profit organizations. Another common distinction in many MTAs regards the financial/institutional goal, although, once again, without a widely accepted definition of the concept. The UBMTA implements the definition as codified by the the • Substances other than modification, progeny, or unmodified derivatives. The UBMTA clarifies that any other substance created by the recipient through the use of the material which are not modifications, progeny or unmodified derivatives of material are owned by the recipient, who is free to license them without any interference by the provider of the material.
• Reach-through. This types of clauses are sometimes present in a variety of MTAs, and usually refer to the claim of property rights on the results obtained by the recipient.
The UBMTA does not provide for any type of "reach-through" rights for the provider of the Material, i.e., it does not claim any property right in products developed by the recipient through the use of the transferred material.
This brief overview points out some of the positive aspects of the UBMTA.
However, throwing and eye on the past 15 years, we can undoubtedly say that its overall usage and application -after its initial success -has been rather limited, and many research universities have drafted their own MTAs
31
. Let us spend a few words on why a good document has proved not as successful as it should have.
The main problem connected to the UBMTA is to be monolithic. In fact, as it is usual for standard contract forms, the UBMTA was and still is a "take-it-or-leave-it" tool.
It fixes the problem connected with endless negotiations and human and capital resources overhead, by turning the whole regulatory framework of such MTA into an invariant set of clauses. This represents a very effective way to fix one of the main problems we have seen in connection to MTA negotiations. However, the solution is so drastic that sometimes is worse than the problem. So much standardization created a monolithic body that has lost the ability to adapt and catch all the tiny, but many times significant, differences that the biotechnological environment possesses. Further, it is also worth noting that the UBMTA has been geared exclusively to a University-to-University relationship, and whether nothing impedes that a commercial or for-profit entity decides to use it, the private sector does not represent its natural playground.
Another type of bias is connected with the legal nature of such tool. Standard form contracts suffer from many other flaws that the legal theory has successively identified and that can be briefly summarized as follows:
• Knowledge of content. Many times the contract is not negotiated by the parties, but one party submit a pre-compiled form to the other who is left with the only choice to adhere to it or not. Precisely for such reason, the latter does not read (carefully enough)
all the clauses that is going to accept. Such type of strong standardization represents an incentive to a "blind" acceptance of the contract, that favours future litigations. Another name for standard form contracts is "adhesion contracts".
• Complete disclosure of the terms of the agreement. Such problem might be less relevant in the case of the UBMTA, since even when the recipient of the material only receives the implementing letter -that makes reference to the Master UBMTA -the signatories institutions have a legal obligation to adhere strictly to the terms of the UBMTA. However, such scheme, where the institutions are signatories of a master document, and scientists only of an implementing letter, can contribute to worsen the awareness of what one of the two parties, usually the recipient, is obliged to, or prohibited from do(ing). This situation is a clear contribution to unconscious contract non-compliances.
• Since clauses are given for a plurality of situations, especially in cross-jurisdiction bargaining, there are chances that some of the provisions will be deemed unenforceable by the relevant court of justice. Such problem are usually fixed by the insertion of a choice of jurisdiction or/and venue clause, however, once again, this represents a typical situation where the stronger party can impose particularly burdensome obligations to the weaker party.
• Conform behaviour. If a standard form contract is the default in a given environment, it becomes less likely that a party, even when is not completely convinced of the content, will decide not to sign the contract. In a non-legal environment, it might become even more hard to justify a non-conform contractual orientation. Sometime, in our specific case, the necessity to have the material right away, will contribute to postpone the worries connected to one or more clauses, which might be of only eventual application ("should you obtain a patent using our material …"), but could indeed bring about an undesirable situation (" … you are obliged to name us co-authors").
• Finally, the inequality of the power of the parties involved. Usually, in fact, one of the two parties has less contractual power (less money, less human resources, informational deficits, etc), which adds up to the urgency for such party to obtain the material, creating an undue burden on the already weaker party. While it is true that in the case of the UBMTA such situation is less likely thanks to the inherent balance of the document, this aspect still represents a major legal and doctrinal issue for the category of standard form contracts.
Can technology help improve such situation?
If we agree with Walsh 32 we acknowledge that one of the major issues connected with the transfer of bio-samples is related to its prompt availability and circulation among labs. We should also remember that delays are caused much more often than expected by transaction costs (time, informational deficits, human resources) rather than by
Intellectual Property rights, which may or may not attach to the object of transactions.
In light of that, the goal of the UBMTA -reduction of transaction costs -could be pursued through a different path, one that offers a certain level of standardization, without imposing a too strong rigidity. Such solution takes the name of digital and web-based technologies.
Metadata-driven approach
The following 932 characters of code can efficiently contribute to fix the problem:
<div xmlns:cc="http://creativecommons.org/ns#" xmlns:sc="http://sciencecommons.org/ns#" xmlns:dc="http://purl.org/dc/elements/1.1/"> <div class="sc:Material" about="">The material <a href=""></a> is available from <a rel="sc: 
Science Commons
The Science Commons MTA project originates from the necessity of reducing the costs associated with the transfer of material, as they have identified -through their own surveys and data
36
-the same results that we have already seen in this study Another major feature of the Science Commons approach, is still connected to the web-based approach that strongly characterizes such initiative, but affects more directly the "generative" moment. As we have pointed out above, one of the limitations of the UBMTA is that it is "monolithic", meaning that a one-fits-all contractual agreement should be used for a variety of situations, and we have already seen how far form the reality this may be. SC offers such modularity through a web-based answer-driven form, whereby it is possible to frame the MTA following the needs of the provider. Of course, we are not in presence of an unlimited set of possibilities, as this would not be feasible and would invalidate the effort of reducing the transaction costs connected with endless negotiations and incompatibility of contractual agreements. By trying to create a balanced trade-off between standardization and modularity SC offers to the providers of material a series of options.
By using the relevant web-form 40 , the interested provider is asked to insert information that identifies herself and the material, both by content description and by providing an URL. After the identification of the offering party and the object of transaction, the type of offer can be chosen. It is possible to chose between the UBMTA, the Simple Letter, the SC MTA, and finally a Custom Agreement. The latter requires the insertion of an URL that points to an on-line resource containing the relevant agreement. In such case SC offers the support of the meta-data and the web-based advantages set out above. In the former two cases -UBMTA and Simple Letter -the provider will be asked to insert the "Termination date" and the "Transmittal fee", the only two options that those MTAs allow.
The depicted scheme expresses all its potentialities when the provider chooses the Science Commons Material Transfer Agreement (SC MTA). In this eventuality the provider can chose:
•
The recipient class (all types, only non-profit, only for-profit);
• Restrictions connected with the use of the material that may relate to:
• Field of use (all research, restricted to disease, all uses except disease, or restrict to "protocol" where it is possible to enter the protocol description);
40 See http://mta.sciencecommons.org/chooser.
• Whether scaling up is allowed;
• Whether retention of material is allowed;
• Additional informations regarding the offer:
• Termination date;
• Transmittal fee.
Upon insertion of such information, the form will automatically generate the contractual agreement implementing all the informations provided, in 3 different formats:
The , in an effort of creating an on-line portal for the providing and obtaining of the biological materials, on the base of the three different languages of expression we have seen above. Basically, a provider of material can "upload" his material on the iBridge website, and by doing that he will be offered with the chance to choose between the MTAs implemented by the Science Commons project, and will receive an MTA (either the UBMTA or the SCMTA) under the form of a legal code (the MTA), a human readable code (the Commons deed) and a machine readable code (the metadata). Further, such information will be indexed on the iBridge site. In this way, a scientist looking for a material will use the iBridge website as a kind of specialized search engine, where to look for a specific material, with the option to refine the query on the base of the legal terms contained on the MTA. In the intentions of the drafters, such scheme, when fully implemented, should prove as efficient as other web-based tools are for books or other physical goods: "We have taken full advantage of Web technology to build a technology infrastructure that can support powerful searching and tracking of available materials. By putting all of these pieces together, we envision our materials transfer system to be one day as efficient as eBay for auctions, or Amazon.com for ordering products, or Google for searching for content" 46 .
Conclusion
We have observed how in a field where technological innovation develops at an extremely rapid pace, and where advancements in technology allow new discoveries in the biological and genomic sector, science finds itself between openness and closeness.
On the one side, there is a basic set of knowledge, especially in the area related to genetics and DNA sequencing, that needs to be free and freely available. On the other side, capitals need to be attracted in order to fund the more expansive projects, that might have only a long-term, eventual success. Intellectual Property, especially in this field, is a contentious issue, meaning that depending on the jurisdiction
47
, and in the same jurisdiction, on the courts and on the time 48 , a given set of genetics instructions might be deemed patentable or not. However, we observed how, besides and regardless of IP-based concerns, in the specific field of bio-banks and bio-materials transfers, another "enemy" needs to be fought: transaction costs. We reported various sets of data, which confirm the situation: endless negotiations, informational deficits, time and human capitals, incompatibility between different contractual models, lack of standardization, excessive rigidity: All these aspects represent another big barrier to scientific collaboration and technological evolution. Efforts to fix the problem are not new, the UBMTA represents a good attempt, and building on it, plus adding digital and web-based advances, currently the Science Commons project seems a very promising model.
However, once again, we cannot confuse the finger with the moon. Contracts are not the goal. Contracts are the tool to achieve a goal that in this case is that of favouring scientific collaboration and technological evolution, by lowering the costs represented by legal barriers (IP) and transaction costs. However, contracts are not the perfect tool, and they suffer from many flaws. We have briefly identified those connected with standard form contracts. More generally, however, we have to recall that access to knowledge and participation to scientific and technological growth are a public policy goal. Hardly they can be achieved through -only -a private ordering tool.
